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18 May 2016  

 

Dear Parents 

 

Apparently many of us belong to Generation-X because of the timing of our birth which brings with it a certain set 

of defining traits whereas your children, our pupils, are members of Generation Z.  It has been of great interest to 

read a recently published summary of the defining characteristics of Generation Z which allows for a new 

perspective on the challenges that our young people face.  Their childhood experience is critical to equipping them 

with the skills to navigate their adult life and their unique interaction with technology has developed a skill-set 

which is quite different to our own.  For us as educators, we take responsibility for ensuring that our teaching and 

curriculum sees beyond the here and now of examinations to remain conscious of the future demands that will be 

quite different to those that we encountered at the equivalent life stage. 

 

In addition to the traditional values and behaviours that are so apparent in our pupils, we can apparently expect to 

see strong problem-solving skills and a high affinity for collaborative working.  I will attach the summary in the 

hope that it will be of equal interest to you. 

 

Learning about social interaction and personal responsibility will always be a feature of growing up and as we 

progress through the exam season there will inevitably be cause for end of era celebrations.  Perhaps contrary to 

popular belief, we want the pupils to have fun and to learn how to celebrate and socialise together.  But at the 

right time and in the right way.  If you are considering hosting any form of gathering, then we are happy to offer 

advice borne of many years’ experience of the potential pitfalls of such undertakings.  A well-managed event will 

be fixed in the collective memories for years to come but the banana-skins may not be as obvious as a well-

intentioned host might presume. 

 

We have now bid farewell to the Fifth Form as they begin their study leave and the Upper Sixth follow on this 

Friday.  As I understand it, they have maintained high standards to this day and should be proud of their conduct 

thus far.  Lower Sixth pupils are, through no fault of their own, caught in the transitional year of curriculum reform.  

Some pupils in the Lower Sixth have a dozen or so papers whereas others have none.  All of which creates a 

challenge for classroom practice in reformed subjects where there are no papers this year.  As a result, colleagues 

are working hard to remain sympathetic to the needs of all pupils on a day to day basis while ensuring that 

progress in the new syllabus subjects is maintained. 

 

Could I use this opportunity to remind one and all of the need to confirm any absence from School at the earliest 

opportunity to Houseparents.  Our registration team have more than nine hundred bodies to account for every day 

and so your communication ensures that we are well-informed. 

 

On Thursday our Senior Orchestra performed with some of youngest pupils in the Prep School. It was a really 

inspiring concert with Year 3 performers playing together with over 40 Senior School musicians in a premier 

performance of a new arrangement by Mr Knight. 

 

The girls’ tennis played well to win all four closely fought matches against Wycliffe College. We played the same 

oppositions at rounders with the U15A team winning and two narrow losses for the U14A and B teams. 

 

The U15 cricket team had a successful week beating South Bromsgrove in the county cup by 84 runs and then on 

Thursday they travelled to Bedford School in the 2nd round of the National Cup. The School batted first posting an 

impressive 270-4 of their allocated 40 overs, special mention must go to Harry Thompson who scored 120 runs 

from only 60 balls. Bedford batted well but were eventually bowled out 231. 

 

It was a busy day for our athletes on Saturday, a number competed in the Worcestershire Club Championships 

while the teams of boys and girls travelled to Rugby School, there were very pleasing individual and team results 

at this event. 
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Our rehearsal this morning of the Te Deum in advance of the Commemoration Service signalled how close we are 

to the end of the year, let us hope that the future weeks pass as successfully as they have done in this first half of 

term. 

 

Best wishes 

 
 

Jeremy Hallows 

Head of Senior School 

 

 

 


